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ABSTRACT

İn this study we present some theorems about fiD, the Stone-Cech compactification of the 
discrete space D and some applications of the theorems to the semigroup pS are given.

1. INTRODUCTION

Let D be an infinite discrete space and let pD be its Stone-Cech 
compactification. As known (see[l]) {a : cz forms a basis for the topology 

on PD where A=\pE.pD'. Aep\. Moreover, the points of PD can be

regarded as ultrafilters on D with the points of D itself corresponding to the fixed 
ultrafılters. pD has the following properties. If Y is a compact Hausdorff space and f 
.D-^y is a function, then there exists a continuous function f '.pD->Y such 

that /ID^/’Then f is saidtobe Stone-Cechextensionof / Also,y4CıB=j0 

if and only if A O B =0 where yİ, B cJ) and A = Cl^^A.

Let 5 be an infuıite discrete semigroup. Then the operation. on S extends 
naturally to an operation on ps making f/ÖS,.) into a compact right topological 
semigroup. By the right topological semigroup, we mean that for each q epS, and 
for each s eS, the functions A,s:pS->pS Âs(pJ=spand PS ,

Pq (P) = PQ continuous.

In this study, we give a theorem which is a generalization of Lemma 8.4 in

[1] . After that, we give a theoremwhich States that if f{p} — gkp} f i® 
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injective, then e D | f(t) = g(0} is bı P- Lastly, we give some applications of 

the theorems.

2. MAIN THEOREMS

The followmg theorem is well-kııown [1].

Theorem 1. Let D be a discrete space and letf:D->D. Iff has no fixed points, 

neither does :PD—>I3D.

In the follovving wq will give a theorem whose proof is a modification of 
that of a lemma given in [1]. Before giving our theorem, we State the lemma.

Letnma 1. Let S be a left cancellative discrete semigroup and let s and t be distinct 
elements of S such that st=ts. Then, for every p e/iS, ps^^pt.

Theorem 2. Let D be an infinite discrete space and suppose that/g. D—are two 
commuting functions and that f {u) giu) for every m in D. Then, for every 

pepD\D, have f Çp} •

Proof. Suppose that f{p^ = g^P} • Since yög = , it can be shown by

induction that /"og = gof” for every n G N, where/" is the n times 
composition of f by itself. We can define an equivalence relation on D by stating 
that u s V if and only f “ {u) = f" (v) for some natural number n. We now 
show that this is a transitive relation. Suppose that u = V and v s w. Then

= /"{y} and = /™(h’) for some natural numbers « and TM. Then 

r’' {u)=r {r («))=r{r (yy)=r" (y) 
and
r ""(v)=f\r(y))=f\r{y>))=. Thus

. This implies that U = W. Let Ö.D^D/^denote the 
canonical projection. y/c define a mapping h tfom 6(D)=D/= into d(D) as follows. 
h(O(f('^)))= if and h(e(w))= e(f(w)) 
if e(w) £3(0) 1 e(f(D)).
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Suppose that 6(f(w))- d(f(v)). Then f" (J"(w)) = f" Çf (v) for some natural 

numbern.Then g(r"'(w)) == g(/"^'(v)). Thus r\g()v}') = r\g{yr). 

That is, g(w)=g(v). This implies that d(g(yv))-6(g(v)). It follows from the definition 
that if v= w, then/(Vİ=/fw). In order to show that A is well-defined on d(D)\6(f(D)), 
suppose that 6(w)=0(v), Then w= v, so f(w)=f(v). Thus d(f(w))=d(f(v)). That is, 
h(6('>v))=h(d(v)). This shows that A is well-defined on 9(D). On the other hand, we 

see that hodof and dog are continuous functions agreeing on D, hence on po.

Thus /ı (^d {f — 0{gİpS) — d^f {^p}} ■ We next show that /ı has no fixed
points. Suppose that h(0(f(v)))=6(f(v)). Then sincewehave 

Thus /^"(g(v)) =/"(/"(v)) for some natural number «. This 

shows that g{f"(y}} = f ■ This contradicts to the fact that g(u)^if(u) for 
every ueD. If then/!f^w2)=â[/(5v2)?^^wi. Therefore A has no

fixed points. Since h has a fixed point d {f {p)}, this contradicts to Theoreml. 
Thus the proof is complete.

An element 5 of a semigroup S is said to be a left(right) cancellable if, for 
every x and y in S, sx=sy(xs=ys) implies x=y. \ semigroup 5 is called 
left(right) cancellative if every element of 5 is left(right) cancellable. In view of the 
above theorem, we can give the following corollary. The corollary appears in [1] as 
lemma 8.4.

Corollary 1. Let 5 be a left cancellative infinite discrete semigroup and let s and t 
be distinct elements of S such that st=ts. Then, for every eps, vte have psT^pt.

Proof. Let py. S S p^(u} = us and pp. S S p^Çu) = ut. Since S is 

left cancellative, it follows that p^ {u) p^ (p) for every u in S. Moreover, 

ppPs = Ps^Pt • Therefore, by Theoreml, we have p,{p} PAP^ ■ 
pt^ps.

Recall Ihat we represent the Stone-Cech extension of by the same Symbol .

We also give the following corollary easily.

Corollary 2. Let 5 be a right cancellative infinite discrete semigroup and let s and 
t be distinct elements of S such that st=ts. Then 57;?^ tp for every p eps.
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Proof. Let \ , A ; S -> S, yi,(u) = tu and A/w) = SU . Then

Â^(u) 7^ (u) for every u eS, and = A^oA^. Thus A^ {p) A^ {p}. That

is, sp^^tp.

The following lemma is useful for the semigroup pS.

Lemma 2. Let D and T be two infinite discrete spaces and let fg: D->T with y | A 

is injective for some ep. Then f (p)= g (p) implies 
E = [teD-.f{t} = g{t}]ep.

Proof. Assume that Egp. Then D\Eep and thus (D\E)r\4 ep. Let X=(D\E)ryA. 
Then Yep. We define /j. T-^Tby putting h(f(t))=g(t) for every teX, defining 
h(T\f(X))=f(b) if T\f(X)^0where b eXis fixed. Since/is injective, h has no fixed 

points. Since hof andg agree on Y, it follows that h {f (p))= g{,p} = f (p) ■ This 
is a contradiction, since h has no fixed points. Thus Eep.

Corollary 3. Let £ be an infinite discrete space and \ç,\.fg:D—>D be two functions. 

Suppose that/is injective. Then f Çp} = gÇp^ if and only if 
£ = {re/»:/(r) = g(0}ep.

Proof.If f — gÇp), then £ ep follows from Lemma 2. Conversely, if E ep

then p e £■ sothat f (p)=g(p).

The corollary has many applications to the semigroup pS. The following two 
lemmas are proved in [1], page 115 and page 160. See also [2] for the first lemma.

Lemma 3. Let S be an infinite discrete semigroup and let x epS\S. Let s and t be 
distinct elements of S.

i) If s is left cancellable and S is right cancellative, then tx, 

ü) If i- is right cancellable and S is left cancellative, then xs xt.
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Proof. i) Since i is left cancelleble, the translation s-^su is injective. Suppose that 
sx=tx. Then Â^(x) = 2^(x) . Thus {îz e »S" su =tu\E^ X. Therefore there exists

ueS such that su = tu . Since S is right cancellative, we have 5 = t.

ii) Since i' is right cancellable, the translation u->us is injective. Suppose 
that (x) = (x) . Thus there exists an element u e S such that

(u), i.e., ut = US. This implies that f = 5, since S is left cancellable.

Lemma 4. Let 5 be a discrete left cancellative semigroup and let s and t be distinct 
elements of S. Let p EpS. Then sp - tp if and only if {m e S : SU — Zm} g p .

Proof. Let A,, 2 j ; S —> S, /(u) = tu and Z ^(u) = SU . Since Â, is 

injective, the proof then follows from Corollary 3.

Letdf be a topological space. A point x is said to be a weak p-point if x is not a limit 
point of any countable subset of A\{x}.

Lemma 5. Let D and E be two discrete spaces and let f:D-^E be an injective 
fiınction. Then

a) f: pD^PE is injective.

X is a weak p-point in PD\D if and only if f (x) is a weak p-point in PEE.

Proof. a) Let x y e PD such that x#:y. Then, since /?£> is a Hausdorff space there 
exists two subsets A and B oî D such that X E A, y and A A B = 0 . Then 
Ar\B=0 and so

y{A) = 0. Therefore f (A) Pt f {B} =0. Moreover, for any subset UczD, yse 
seethat7(C7)=7(^.

Thus y(.4)Cı /"(jS) = 0. It follows that

b) Suppose X is not a weakp-point in /İDD. Let C c:pDA) such that xe C where 

x^C and C is countable. Since f is injective and C is countable, it follows that

f (C) is countable. Now we show that then f (x)
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Assume that / (x) eE. Since xe D , it follows that f (x) e f ÇD } = f {D) . 

Since f {x)&E, it is seen that f e f {D) , which implies f (x) = f {t} for 
some teD. This shows thatx=f. That is, xeD, which is a contradiction. Since x^C, 
it is seen that f (x) g f (C) .

On the other hand, since xe C , we see 

f (x) is not a weak p-point in pE\E.

that f (x) e /^(C) = f (C) . Therefore

Suppose that f (pc) is not a weak p-point of I3E\E. Let C be a countable subset of 

PE'E such that f e C \C.

Let U={weiPD\D-. f (vv) eC}. Then the set Udoes not containxby the assumption. 

Since f is injective, 17 is countable. Letxe ^4 . Then f (x) e ■ Therefore, 

since f (x) e C , it is seen that f (A) C ^0. Thus f (w) e C for some

rve A . Since C<^pE\E, it follows that wey0£)\Z).Thus we 17. Since (/ n A 0, sve 
see thatxe U . This imphes that x is not weak p-point in PEXE. Thus we can give 
the following corollary(see also[7])

Corollary 4. Let S be an infinite, discrete cancellative semigroup, xe^S\S and s eS. 
Then the following statements are equivalent.

(1) xs is a weak p-point in fIS'S.

(2) sx is a weak p-point in

(3) X is a weak p-point in pS\S.

Proof. Take the translations -.S^S (m) = su and (m) = . It

follows that Zj and are injective. The proof then follows.
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